Weighing the results of differing 'low dose' studies of the mouse prostate by Nagel, Cagen, and Ashby: quantification of experimental power and statistical results.
Differing experimental findings with respect to "low dose" responses in the mouse prostate after in utero exposure have generated considerable controversy. An analysis of such controversies requires a broad strength and weight of the evidence approach. For example, a National Toxicology Program review panel acquired the raw data from nearly 50 studies and then statistically reanalyzed these data in a common and comparable approach. However, the statistical power of the various studies was not calculated and the quantitative p values were not reported in this reanalysis. Such calculations and values address vital strength- and weight-of-the-evidence questions: (1) how sensitive were the various studies to detect changes in prostate weight, particularly the negative replicate studies and (2) what were the p values; were negative studies robust or only marginal in their inability to find an effect? We first examined the statistical power of the studies to detect a positive effect on prostate weight. Preliminary calculations indicated that the two subsequent replicating studies were indeed more sensitive to changes in prostate weight in comparison to the original study, having reasonable power to detect an effect at only 50% of the response reported in the original study. Additional calculations were performed using the raw data available from one negative replicating study and the methods recommended by the statistics subpanel of the original review. This analysis used Dunnett's multiple comparison procedure for groups with p<0.05 to infer statistical significance, employed an analysis-of-covariance model with body weight as a covariate, and addressed litter as a nested random effect. The quantitated p values for this replicated study, comparing the two Bisphenol A treatment groups (2 and 20 microg/kg/day) to the control, were 0.821 and 0.972, respectively. This indicates this study was indeed robust in finding no treatment-related effect. Thus, the weight and strength of the evidence, based on sensitivity and quantitative p value, was that it is highly unlikely for this negative replicating study to have missed a true effect. In the future, we recommend a similar use of statistical power analysis for those designing experimental studies and for those conducting weight-of-the-evidence reviews, and we also recommend the clear quantitation and reporting of p values to support the review's interpretation and conclusions.